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The Joint Operation Center
in Iraq: A Keystone 
in Operation Inherent Resolve

Lieutenant-Colonel (R) Dr., Political and Cultural Advisor in
Iraq, Baghdad from January to July 2018 at the Joint Operational
Center in Iraq.

Marie-Dominique CHARLIER-BAROU

Preliminary note: This exclusive Interview with the Director of the Joint
Operation Command in Iraq, Deputy Commanding General Brigadier
General Robert Sofge took place in both Bagdad and Mosul.

Brigadier General Robert “G-Man” Sofge,
US Marine Corps, is currently the Director of
the Joint Operation Command in Iraq at

Baghdad, and the Deputy Commanding General
Operations for Iraq, Operations Inherent Resolve
(OIR), since June 2017. OIR is the coalition’s milita-
ry effort directing combat operations against ISIS in
Iraq and Syria. It is the biggest military coalition in
the world with 72 participating nations, and 5 inter-
national organizations.

Brigadier General SOFGE’s military career
started in 1982, when he enlisted in the Marine
Corps. He has deployed many times, serving in Europe, the Mediterranean and
both the Far and Middle East, to include four Iraq deployments in 2003, 2004,
2008, and 2017.

Brigadier General SOFGE commanded Marine Attack Squadron 311 in
2006-2007, Marine Air Group 14 in 2012-2014, and has logged more than
2.000 hours in the AV-8B Harrier attack jet. He holds a Political Science degree
from the US Naval Academy, a Master of Business Administration from Touro
University, a Master of Strategic Studies from the US Army War College, and com-
pleted Harvard Business School’s Advanced Management Program. His personal
decorations include the Defense Superior Service Medal, two Legion of Merit
Medals, the Defense Meritorious Service Medal, five Meritorious Service Medals,
seven Air Medals (including one for valor), two Navy and Marine Corps
Commendation Medals, two Navy and Marine Corps Achievement Medals, and
the Good Conduct Medal.
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Sir, thank you for your time and thanks for agreeing to do this interview for the
Revue Défense Nationale (RDN). As you know, I have been your Political and
Cultural advisor for six months now and have been on your team here in Baghdad,
Iraq. However today, with your permission, it is my honor to interview you.

You have been the Director of the Joint Operations Center in Iraq (JOC-I) for more
than one year. Could you explain, what is the main purpose of Operation Inherent
Resolve (OIR) and more specifically of the JOC-I?

Before we begin LTC Dr. Charlier-Barou, I would like to thank you for taking the
time to conduct this interview, as well as for your commitment to our important
mission here. The Combined Joint Task Force—Operation Inherent Resolve
(CJTF-OIR) formed in October 2014 to combat ISIS in Iraq and Syria is unique
in its membership, scope, and commitment. It is the biggest military coalition in
the world. Our 72 member nations are committed to the lasting defeat of Daesh
and its networks on all fronts, and countering its global ambitions. Beyond the
military campaign in Iraq and Syria to destroy the physical Caliphate, the coalition
is also committed to defeating Daesh’s financial and economic infrastructure, 
preventing the flow of foreign terrorist fighters across borders, and setting the
conditions for follow-on stability operations that will allow the government of Iraq
to restore essential public services in a stable environment.

At the JOC-I, we collaborate with the Iraqi Security Forces and focus 
on five things: intelligence, current and future operations, aviation, logistics, and
training. The Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) include the Army, Air force, Federal
Police, Border Police, Local Police, as well as Provisional/Tribal Forces, and other
security organizations. Our mission is to support the Iraqi Security Forces in their
defeat of Daesh by providing advice, assistance, and enabling capabilities at the
tactical and operational level. Our end state is a confident, capable, and formidable
Iraqi Security Force securing Iraq against the blight of ISIS and its evil ideology.

Why the name: “Operation Inherent Resolve (OIR)”?

The name “Operation Inherent Resolve” reflects the unwa-
vering resolve and commitment of the U.S. and partner
nations, in the region and around the globe, to eliminate the
terrorist group ISIS and the threat they pose to Iraq, the
region, and the wider international community. It also symbolizes the willingness
and dedication of coalition members to work closely with Iraqis in the region and
to apply all available dimensions of national power necessary, (diplomatic, infor-
mational, military, and economic) in order to destroy ISIS.
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Our emblem also has special significance: The sword and olive branch indi-
cate the dual nature of the coalition by the defeat of ISIS, and the restoration of
stability to the region. The seven leaves of the olive branch represent the seven
peoples of Iraq: Kurds, Assyrians, Yazidis, Armenians, Turkmens, Sunnis, and
Shias. The colors used are a reflection of military assets (brown and green for land
components; blue for air and naval). The three stars indicate the Command, while
the gold color represents the quality of excellence performed by the command in
the nation’s defense. 

What has changed since the defeat of Daesh?

Daesh is a truly evil, a really bad organization. The more you know about fighting
them, the more you see just how oppressive, evil, and backwards this enemy actually
is. ISIS has no compelling attributes: they are savages who murder innocent civi-
lians because they have the “wrong” religion, or practice the “right” religion incor-
rectly, enslaving women and treating them worse than dogs, destroying ancient
treasures, stealing property, on and on… there is nothing good about them.
Thankfully, the Iraqi Forces have done a heroic job battling this repugnant foe and
been victorious in a very tough fight. The physical Caliphate is dead.

What has changed? From a military perspective, the Iraqi Security Forces
have transitioned from the campaign that defeated ISIS forces on the battlefield to
wide area security operations that are securing the hard-won peace.

During the campaign sequential objectives were seized in well-organized
operations to defeat enemy positions, reclaim ISIS captured territory, and liberate
Iraqi citizens. In the past year, the ISF were victorious in Mosul fought from Mosul
across to Tal Afar, from Tal Afar into Kirkuk, from Kirkuk into Hawija, from
Hawija (which was around the time of the Kurdish referendum), down into the
Euphrates River Valley, and from the Euphrates River Valley across the Jazeera
Desert and west to the Syrian border.

Daesh was defeated during the campaign. ISIS can no longer hold terrain
in Iraq, but remnants of the enemy still lurk.

The wide area of security operations underway today are designed to keep
the remnants of the enemy down- ISF is keeping their “boot on the neck” of a 
fragmented terrorist network to prevent the reformation of ISIS networks while
protecting the Iraqi people.

What do you mean by Wide Area Security?

After the campaign ended earlier this year, the Government of Iraq continued 
to exercise command and control of the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) through the
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JOC-I. The ISF is arrayed geographically across thirteen Operations Commands
(OCs) in the country. Each of these two-star level commands reports to the JOC-I,
which is a three stars headquarters. The JOC-I reports directly to the Prime
Minister, who reports to the Prime Minister. The OCs are joint headquarters with
representatives from each element of the ISF operating within the command’s
boundaries. Each OC typically controls several Divisions of Iraqi Army, and other
formations of Iraqi Security Forces to keep the terrorist threat under control, pre-
serve law and order, and promote security and stability. In six of thirteen OCs
where the bulk of the fight against ISIS occurred, the coalition maintains an colo-
nel command level Advise and Assist Team that partners around the military func-
tions I described earlier. This system works very well and allows each echelon to
work effectively.

We recently met families in Mosul, who survived years of terror, displacement, and
who are now striving to rebuild their homes and lives. What are your thoughts 
on that sir?

Mosul was tough. Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi declared the ISIS caliphate in 2014 with
Mosul as its capital. The city was seized and held captive by ISIS for about three
years until the Iraqi Security Force took it back. The fighting was fierce, meter-by-
meter at times, particularly in West Mosul, in the old city. Thousands of terrorist
fighters created a fortress in Mosul, tunneling between the homes and shops, ins-
talling minefields in the streets, booby-trapping each home with bombs, building
armored trucks filled with explosives for suicide missions, preparing to fight to the
death. On the other side, the Iraqi Security Forces were well prepared to take their
city back—and with the coalition supporting, they did just that last summer while
killing vast numbers of crazed terrorists. Tragically, in addition to the thousands of
Iraqi Forces martyred in this battle, much of the historic old city was heavily dama-
ged in the fight. The combat operation to re-take the city was the largest and lon-
gest urban battle since World War II, and the wreckage is reminiscent of the great
urban battles of history. Many people were subject to siege-like conditions, used as
human shields, exploited, and targeted by ISIS as they fled the city—the horrors
of war. ISIS militants even destroyed the Great Mosque of al-Nuri and its historic
al-Hadba minaret in the desperate days before their defeat—life and world 
treasures stolen from future generations by murderous thugs. Horrendous, evil,
wicked, foul.

In the year since the battle ended there, progress has been slow. We recently
visited parts of the old city and the al-Nuri Mosque; the damage we observed
remains severe. The smell of death still lingered in the ruble. Yet everywhere we
went we found hope and determination. Too many of us think that the work is
done when the fighting is over. Actually, once the fighting has ended and security
is reestablished, the real work of rebuilding once vibrant communities begins. The
displaced persons are returning to their homes and families are coming back to the
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neighborhoods. Across Iraq millions of Internal Deplaced People are returning to
their homes. I think they need help from the Government of Iraq and hopefully,
the support of the international community—for Mosul in particular; rebuilding
this city is a huge undertaking.

We met a family that was just retur-
ning to their home of ten years, before the
battle. The place was hot, filthy, and riddled
with bullet holes. Carrying water in buc-
kets, they were cleaning and repairing the
big holes with ruble and plaster that ISIS
terrorists had smashed through the walls—
starting to rebuild their home and their
lives in the old city. Their children were hel-
ping also—very powerful scene. The people
of Mosul suffered greatly because of ISIS—
now they have the enormous task of putting
their ancient and culturally rich city back together. The responsibility of this devas-
tation lays firmly at the doorstep of ISIS, and we continue to support our Iraqi
partners as they bring these terrorists to justice.

Are there some other operations around the world, where we could find the equivalent
of the JOC-I?

There are, of course, operations centers and command posts everywhere in our
militaries. So, on one hand, the JOC-I is not unique in coordinating typical 
military activities: logistics movements, intelligence development, managing and
executing the targeting cycle, coordinating training activities, and so on.

What is unique about the JOC-I in Baghdad is the scale, scope, and 
complexity of our mutual effort there. It is the central point where we organize our
efforts between the many members of the coalition effort and the Iraqi Security
Forces. As the name implies, we work 24 hours a day on current ongoing effort by
the forces in the field while planning future movements. We also coordinate trai-
ning audiences with the appropriate instruction, logistics efforts, aviation, and ISR
support—both Iraqi and coalition sourced, and intelligence integration supporting
operations.

The coalition is here at the invitation of the Iraqi Government to accom-
plish the common goal of defeating Daesh. It is complex; the coalition has rules,
so do our Iraqi hosts, and each nation has national caveats that we must protect—
all while working effectively together to defeat a vile enemy. This is a complicated
and lethal business that requires the sophisticated approach that the JOC-I pro-
vides! I am proud of our team and the unique and difficult job that we do. Our
coalition is strong and committed to defeating Daesh.
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What does the concept of “Reliable partnership” mean, and how does the coalition
support Iraq?

Reliable Partnership is the label we use to describe what we are doing in this phase
of the campaign in Iraq under Operation Inherent Resolve. With the military cam-
paigning completed and a government forming after the most peaceful elections in
memory, Reliable Partnership is what we are doing—it is the seven areas where we
the coalition work together with the Iraqis to improve security and promote stabi-
lity while maintaining an operational tempo that will eliminate the last remnants
of ISIS in the region.

I think security leads to stabili-
ty, and stability leads to prosperity,
which in turn discourages corruption.
72 nations, a global coalition, are
contributing to this effort; blood and
treasure from many, and the Iraqis
have contributed thousands of martyrs
in the elimination of ISIS terror while
freeing 4.5 million people. Reliable
Partnership is how we stay the good
course in Iraq.

We collaborate with the Iraqis on security policy, operations, counter-
terrorism, logistics, aviation support, intelligence, and training. Of these seven
areas, training is perhaps the most important—we are working hard across many
nations in this area. Our headquarters has a large section that concentrates on all
things related to training. Thousands of Iraqi forces are in training that is trans-
forming this battle-tested force, one that has already proven its bravery in the tou-
ghest conditions, into a properly equipped and highly professional force that will
prevent the return of ISIS and its dirty offspring in the region.

Could you tell us more about the coordination between the different elements?

Sure! One critical example is the cooperation with the intelligence community. As
the very last scraps of the ISIS physical caliphate collapse in the region and the loss
of land, influence, funding streams, and capability, we expect ISIS to return to its
terrorist roots—high profile attacks on helpless civilians, kidnappings at false
checkpoints like those we are seeing now, and other criminal activities. Local ope-
rations driven by intelligence cooperation are the key to defeating this threat.
Working side-by-side with our Iraqi partners, we must continue to apply pressure
to these terrorist criminal networks and all aspects of their operations and capabi-
lities. It is an all-hands effort to counter the criminal activity that funds ISIS pro-
paganda and recruiting efforts; the enemy’s desire to maintain a virtual caliphate
built on lies and misrepresentation.
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I suppose that fighting Daesh’s propaganda is critically important to the success
of OIR’s efforts. How does OIR counter Daesh propaganda?

Daesh’s use of social media tied to acts of terror is well documented. In response,
the coalition is committed to exposing the falsehoods at the heart of Daesh’s ideo-
logy, and to present a positive, alternative future for the region built on truth.
Coalition partners are committed to an effective and unified coalition messaging
and counter-messaging effort to oppose Daesh’s narrative and to undermine 
the appeal of its twisted ideology. To do that, we try to assist and amplify credible
and authentic voices from the region and beyond, and to support the aspirations
of people across the region who seek a moderate and modern future of stability,
dignity, and opportunity.

The coalition has also taken measures to prevent Daesh’s use of the inter-
national financial system by designating specific Daesh’s leaders, freezing their
assets, making it more costly to do business. The coalition and the Iraqis are also
working to recover stolen artifacts, preventing Daesh from being able to sell 
them on the black market. Precision air strikes against enemy controlled and 
illicit revenue sources also disrupt terrorist financing. 

What is the most difficult thing about leading a coalition made up of 72 countries?

Communication for sure! General Votel, the Commander of US Central
Command, and Lieutenant General Funk, our leader in INHERENT RESOLVE,
keep telling us to “over-communicate.” This is good advice. We are all working
with very similar goals and extremely talented people from many countries; it is
extremely busy every day and there are always several things going on at once. The
obvious challenge is that of language and blending of the different cultures to a
common effort—so we communicate constantly, repeatedly, until everyone
understands their task. Nuance matters here. We communicate in English—but it
is fun and educational to watch different coalition members have sidebar conver-
sations in other languages—French is common of course, and a good reminder of
our national heritages.

Another challenge is that the doctrine for this type of “by, with, and
through” fighting is not mature. The rapid success of the Iraqi Security Force put
pressure on the Coalitions planning horizon—it is a good problem to have—but
still a challenge. Certainly, the evolution towards strategic partnership with the
GoI, even while its new government is forming, is uncharted territory. The orga-
nization evolves rapidly to overcome each obstacle discovered—no one can get too
comfortable with his or her job description here! For my role on the team, keeping
men and women focused on the jobs at hand every day, while thriving in uncer-
tainty, is probably the hardest leadership challenge. Thank goodness we have such
a great team—it is wonderful when you get to see it in action. It really builds great
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confidence that we are on a good path and we can, together with our Iraqi part-
ner, outpace and overmatch any move that ISIS tries. After a little more than a
year, I think my big lesson is the power of a coalition. There is always friction, but
when it all comes together, man, it is really something to behold… renews your
faith in the cause and the many sacrifices everyone is making to eliminate this evil.

What is the Iraqi Security Force’s best quality?

For the Iraqi soldiers it is courage for sure! We cannot forget that the Iraqi Security
Force paid deeply for this victory and thousands of Iraqi Forces have died in this
fight. Tragically, the coalition
has lost 38 members over the
last four years of fighting
while delivering expertise,
capability, advice, and assis-
tance to our partnership.

One year ago now
the fight in Mosul was rea-
ching its terrible crescendo.
Close quarters combat
against a fanatical enemy.
Bravery and commitment
exhibited every day by all ele-
ments of the Iraqi Security
Force. Desperate fighting
with very high casualties—but the ISF did not flinch. Again and again they attac-
ked, meter-by-meter into the teeth of a strong defense, until the city was theirs.
Steadfast courage and incredible bravery hallmark this battle.

Could you tell us a few words about the French Army?

The French Forces here are very good coalition partners. The capabilities that they
bring and the professionalism that they exhibit on the battlefield every day inspires
all who see them. The French Caesar cannons are magnificent and a critical contri-
bution to our fight here. Naturally, I have an affinity for the French Marines. On
a personal level as an American, I deeply appreciate this opportunity to work once
again with the United States’ original ally.

What will be your best memory from your one-year tour in Iraq?

I have so many good memories of this tour. All of the awesome people on our team
of course… One professionally rewarding memory was watching one of our Iraqi
leaders and partners lead a complex mission brief of an operation that had been
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difficult for us to plan and organize. He absolutely nailed it and the operation was
approved by the GoI and Coalition leadership—and ultimately killed and captured
many ISIS terrorists. From my frequent helicopter travels, I will warmly remember
seeing the Euphrates and Tigris river valleys turn green after the winter rains.
Finally, I have fond memories of meeting a bunch of Iraqi children in West
Mosul—they give me hope for the future!

What are you going to do when you get back to the USA?

I am excited to reunite with my family. I will go see my favorite baseball team play,
go fishing, and spend some time with my wife while on leave. Then it is back to
work at Marine Forces Pacific in Hawaii helping Marines be ready to fight in the
Pacific theater.
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